
Sixties
Style Blowout

 ARGAN VOLUMIZING SHAMPOO
 ARGAN VOLUMIZING CONDITIONER
 ARGAN HAIR & SKIN TREATMENT
  ARGAN THERMAL PROTECTION & 

SHINE SPRAY
  ARGAN STYLING & TEXTURIZING 

PASTE
 ARGAN VOLUMIZING DUST

 ARGAN ANTI-FRIZZ CREAM
  ARGAN ALCOHOL FREE HAIR 

SPRAY
 6 IN 1 TEASING ROSE GOLD

What you will need

G E T  T H E 

Vanessa Hudgens 
L O O K



BRUSH

CURL

STYLE

STEP 1: Wash your hair thoroughly using the Silk 
Argan Volumizing Shampoo & Conditioner.

STEP 2: Comb through hair and spray hair from roots 
to ends with the Silk Thermal Protection & Shine Spray 
prior to blow-drying.

STEP 3: Blow-dry your hair. If possible, blow dry with a 
round brush to skip a step later.

STEP 4: Apply a small amount of the Argan Hair & 
Skin Treatment from mid lengths to ends for added 
hydration.

STEP 5: If you didn’t blow dry with a round brush you 
will need to now straighten your hair.

STEP 6: When your hair is straight, part it down the 

middle and it is time to curl it. Use either a wide-barrel 
curler or curl with your straightener to create nice 
loose waves/curls. Only curl the ends of your hair at 
the front. When finished brush curls out

STEP 7: Lift your hair at the back end of the top of your 
head and shake the Volumizing Dust onto the root area 
and rub into the roots for volume.

STEP 8: With the Silk 6-in1 Volumizing & Teasing 
Brush section and hold the hair that you have just 
dusted. Using the positive charged volume side of the 
Brush (Black and White Bristles) push the Brush down 
a few times from the mid-lengths to the roots to create 
a Volumed Teased look. Now using the other side of 
the Brush – (white bristles) gently smooth over the 
volumed/Teased section to smooth and shape your 

hair to your desired look. By using the negative charge 
you are smoothing and promoting Shine without 
snagging, leaving the volume you created intact.

STEP 9: Apply a small amount of Styling and 
Texturizing Paste to the teased hair to help hold.

STEP 10: With bobby pins, fasten the front part of the 
hair (until about 1 inch before the end of your part) 
behind your ears. Then lift the curls to cover where the 
hair is pinned.

STEP 11: Apply a small amount of the Argan Anti-frizz 
Cream to remove any frizz and sleek down the front 
part of the hair.

STEP 12: To finish the look, spray hair with the Argan 
Alcohol Free Hairspray for more hold.
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